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I M M E R S I V E  R O O M  I N S T A L L A T I O N



Halesowen Church of England
Primary School is based in the West
Midlands. They’re a school firmly
committed to establishing a
learning environment that is
inclusive and supportive.

They reached out for us with an
interest in our Immersive Sensory
rooms, spaces which essentially
surround students in an enriched
world of visuals, audio, smell, and
sense. To do this, Immersive rooms
incorporate a variety of technical kit
including projectors, surround
sound, FX coloured lighting, and
aroma/ wind machines.

We presented this option to the
business manager of the school and
she seemed thrilled with the prospect
so we got started right away.

After our initial consultation, it became
clear that the best option for the school
would be to create a space within a
pre-existing room and then build up
the immersive environment from this
constructed framework. A ‘room
within a room’.



And finally, we make sure to fit and
secure all the necessary kit to create a
truly immersive space.  

In order to begin creating the
immersive space, we first had to create
the base of what would become
interactive walls. This is a step unique to
‘room within a room’ projects and
allows us to have as much control as
possible in terms of creating the
school’s ideal vision.

Once those walls have been secured
and plastered, we’re ready to paint! The
paint helps smooth out the wall surface
and also ensures that any projected
content looks as clear as possible.



From interactive screens to touch
tables to immersive rooms, we've
got a long history of working
closely with schools and
educational centres to ensure an
excellency and accessibility when
it comes to teaching. 

QUOTE FROM JUDITH KNIGHT
(testimonial)


